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Why a HEP S&C knowledge base?
Proposition (as presented at SLAC): HEP S&C should have a grass roots 
information gathering and exchange hub
● Facilitate collaboration by increasing awareness of resources, projects, 

activities
● Provide a place to look for solutions, learn from the choices made by 

others
● Promote awareness of software and tools from outside our community, e.g. 

open source
The HSF process agreed: Number one on the original task list was: “provide a 
system for facilitating information exchange”
● SLAC workshop agreed also
● Discussed a bit the Catch 22: it’s only useful if it’s populated, and people will 

only help populate it if it’s useful
Can only succeed if built and maintained by the community
● There’s the rub… how to entice people to participate by contributing
● Still looking for the formula, this talk introduces the latest attempt!
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Earlier generations

Several earlier prototyping directions and generations, drawing on other 
experience, projects

● hepsoftware.org (TW 7/2014) Django, xml, mysql; drawing on 
ATLAS BigPanDA monitor experience
○ Functional but primitive, tedious to enter data

● HSF wiki (Brett Viren 12/2014) Semantic MediaWiki drawing on BNL, 
Fermilab web services for neutrino experiments
○ A wiki, with some SQL relational capability, no more no less

● hepsoftwarefoundation.org (TW 10/2014) Drupal
○ “killing two birds with one stone” supporting both HSF website and 

knowledge base
○ But not particularly well suited to either; ambiguous clutter of 

information as an HSF website, and not scalable/flexible/easily 
editable enough for the knowledge base
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Current generation (and last -- it works nicely) based on a more general 
knowledge base prototype used also in ATLAS ‘data knowledge base’ prototyping 
work

A javascript app in the browser served by a javascript node.js server backed up by 
MySQL, REDIS for server side sessions, CouchDB/PocketDB for server/client json 
data channel

It’s an investment to load the first time -- pulls the whole DB to the client -- but 
thereafter it is fast, all client side (with a good connection, several seconds; in my 
hotel room this morning, 30 seconds)

Server in EC2, provided by BNL

Backed up daily, full revertible version histories for entries kept

hepsoftware.org today
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Getting help
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Click the info button for a guide

NB on entries like this with a lot of markdown-
structured content, you can click ‘show sections’ 
to see table of contents

Licensed, with its content, under Creative 
Commons Attribution-ShareAlike

No-no’s: no access-restricted links (hear that, 
ATLAS? ;-) until experiment-specific support is in



Software projects, categories

Software project entries organized by category

An entry can belong to one or many categories

Add your software project!

Publicise it and inform the community about it
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Category entry 
can gather info on 
the subject

With some levity 
courtesy xkcd
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Linked articles
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Courses

Organizations
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Mature or 
embryonic

Both appropriate
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Entries related to 
the selected (red) 
entry are indicated 
(blue)

References to doc, 
web, tools, repo, 
license, forum, 
events, social 
media, ...

Associated institutes, 
groups, software



Experiments
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Sciences
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Organizations
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Describe your group
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Institutes
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Universities and labs, with relations 
used to indicate the software, S&C 
groups, services, facilities, 
experiments etc. that are associated 
with them



Resources

Computing facilities, online services, 
publication series, online training 
series and materials, career 
resources, funding agencies & 
opportunities
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Describe
your
Tier 1,2,3

and its projects
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Licenses

Software category gathering 
licensing information

License is an attribute on 
software projects

The license tag shows what 
products have declared a 
license
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Training
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Training series

Schools

Commercial online training

Software product training

Community resources

Material gathering points



Jobs, careers
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Career resource entries

Career tag to associate 
links of interest

Jobs attribute to link a job 
page or a position posting

Missing: aggregation of job 
postings on Jobs page
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Events

Events as simple entry attributes

Or as full fledged entries themselves so 
they can be related to categories, 
institutes, tags, etc

Event series entries, with events as 
attributes
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Tags

Recent addition not much used yet but obviously powerful

Full flexibility to invent any classifications

One already there, much discussed at SLAC, is project 
status, from ‘forming’ to ‘retired’
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Links
You can add anything as a link (as long as it’s a link)

When you read a cool software design article, add it as a link

To relate a CHEP track’s proceedings to its software category, add it as a link
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Search

Instant progressive 
results

Fast-scan navigation 
among results; click to 
select

Search by title and/or 
content

Empty search shows 
all entries, alpha or 
mod time
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Major objective: draw CHEP content into the 
cross-referenced knowledge base, have it 
accessible, visible, discoverable, integrated

A start made with CHEP 2015, 2013 but only to 
the session & proceedings track level

Add your own talks & proceedings as links and 
associate them with their session, sw category etc



Accounts, authentication

● No internal user/pass database
● Authentication based on email address
● Obtained from your choice of third party

○ GutHub, Google, Dropbox, Amazon, Facebook
○ As you often see these days on websites

● Accounts in old website imported to retain association of content authors
● Missing is CERN, they are working on OAuth2 service as I understand
● REDIS based server-side session management
● Once authenticated, you have an identity in the KB, associating you with 

content you create and modify, testimonials you add, preferences you set
○ But, people not really supported as entries properly; you should be able to relate people to 

other entries (software, experiments, institutes, …) but can’t yet

● Perhaps more in the future
○ group=experiment association, enabling experiment-specific (and experiment-internal) 

content

○ Notifications of new content… need a means to do this… RSS? Does anyone but me use 
RSS any more?
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Adding and editing material
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Live preview

In-app, fast, responsive

Convenient autocomplete 
selection from long lists like 
software categories

Cached at client until save, 
no “frack! my form is gone” 
when your connection dies

Markdown based content

Multiple active edits



Attributes

● Contact people
● Website, twiki, wikipedia
● Email fora, blog
● Social media
● Events, event series
●
● Training
● WikiToLearn
●
● Arbitrary named links
● Documentation
● Presentations
●
● Downloads
● Issue tracking
●
● Testimonials (attributed 

comment, no star ranking yet)
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Relations

Key to the entity-relationship organization of 
the knowledge base

Ascribe relations of contextually appropriate 
types between entries of particular types

Builds up the knowledge part of the KB

Convey connections, enable discovery

Share the wisdom of your experiment or 
project in what you use

There are many more relations in the 
database than there are entries
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Versions, visibility

Previous versions are archived and can be 
viewed and restored as the published 
version

Nothing can be deleted by the user, you 
can hide items

Playing with further gradations of visibility, 
not active yet

● Associate an entry with a group (e.g. 
experiments), make it visible only to 
the group
○ => Experiment internal KB

● Similarly, share only with designated 
users, e.g. prior to publishing

● Considering follower notion as means 
of providing notification
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Summary

The HEP S&C knowledge base at hepsoftware.org is there for you to try, as a user 
and (especially, at this stage) as a content contributor

Stable, functional, performant, even kind of fun to use and add stuff when you get 
in the swing of it

Having benefited from a couple rounds of prototype/discard cycles

Smart javascript client locally hosting the data makes for a very responsive 
dynamic browser app

Node.py + MySQL based back end in EC2 has been solid & stable

What it needs most now is content: brand new entries, testimonials on software, 
dressing entries with tags and relations, adding that cool article on online training 
you found

Try it while you’re here, add something, ask me why it doesn’t work!
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